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Context 
 
 

Creacting Team from Germany were also coming to Bhopal, MP for the workshop this time. So we 
came to Bhopal on 1 0th February and German team also arrived on 11th morning to Bhopal. 

 
 

Preparation 
 

 

11th morning we had a meeting together with the group for discussing about the whole next month 
plan. Because this time it was really really good for the group because Germany team were also 

here. This time it was full residential workshop. We first did our self Corona test like last time we 
did same in Gandhi Bhawan. Our Friends Brought so many corona kit from Germany for this 

workshop. We wanted to make the stay safe for everyone. After test and discussion we started our 
workshop. 

Workshop timing was from 10:00 am till 20:30pm 
from 13:00 pm till 15:00 pm lunch break. 

Last five days were from 10:00am till 11:30 pm(break from 8:30 pm till 10:00 pm) 
 

This time our main objective was:- finding a show with the Group. 
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First day started with getting to know each other with only playing all together different task of 
theatre. 

Because till now Wolfgang and Christian always seen group virtually and group also never seen 
them before in person. 

Next days we started looking for show topics what is fitting with groups life it was also group had 
to create. 

We decided some topics started working on it to collect the scenes. 
In between we had also parents meeting. For that group prepared small performance to show them 

exactly what they are doing before the talk. 
Everything went well parents were so cooperative. 

Next days we continued with ideas finding for the show. 
In the first 5 days we got all the scenes and next days we connected it and found the full story out of 

(We got the idea out of improvisation given forms.)  
First full show clearly born in last three days. 

With full show we went to Bodhgaya and we seen the full show recording with our team from 
Bodhgaya  to find the ideas to develop it more before the final play. 

 
After spending full weak in bodhgaya we came back to Bhopal now the time for us was really short 

to practice the full show and for devlopment. 
We started  developing it with every play. 

And it was becoming clear for players with every play. 
In the same time every day Christian was also continued with Theory part. So all and all it was 

many things going on because costume making as also going on in the same time. 
In Last three days we got the real show and full cleared. 

We played first show in muskan group was really really Happy to playing for the first time. 
Same we were really happy to see them playing for the first time. 

And spectators were also happy for the same. 
We started our show and we finished. 

But what we seen their it was really a best time which we will never forget. 
Because seeing them playing was the most beautiful gift we got. 

After performance we distributed certificates to them and slowly we successfully completed our 
first show. 

Next day Creacting Germany team had to leave early morning so in one hand everybody was 
celebrating there happiness but in other hand everybody was sad. 

We made our last round with all together. 
From next day we only bodhgaya team was there with them and we continued all the shows with 

them. 
And we visited all basties and I seen the development of everyone as player and also development 

of show. 
We managed everything all together. 

At last we would like to thanks everyone who was involved in the show because we made it all 
together. 

Thanks to Asha  frankfurt, Creacting Germany, Muskan Bhopal , Dera theatre group for the wonder 
full time together in real or in virtual we did our best. 

Jai Ho. 
 

 


